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The vector method, which has hitherto been used to estimate the degree 
of contrast of phase-microscopic image, can only be applied to sufficiently 
small objects. In I it is shown that, if certain idealir"ution is allowed 
on the nature of plate, we ~'1n generalize the vector method so as to 
enable one to calculate the contrast of the image for objects .which have 
arbitrary (finite) dimension. In Part II it is shown tbat by means of Fonriet·· 
transformation we c::m calculate easily the intensity distribution of the phase
microscopic image of objects. This method leads to a vectorial 
calculation, whose relation to the ordinary vector method is e:{plained. The 
interreJutioI\ between the contrast of widt:l of the ring of the phase-

and the dimension of the object is discussed, with reCOUl:3e to a few 
e:x;amples of calculation. 

In prevailing literature on phase-microscopy, so as 
the author is aware, mechanism of contrast-building in the phase-

is explained either by rather cumbersome calcu-
approximated vector construction, we have 

of these methods, especially on the latter, in de-
ciding \vhat sort of plate should be used to obtain the best 
image, i. e. the with contrast and c1ear-cutness. 

former method,!) being essentially based on Fourier-transforma-
tion, is entirely correct in itself, on account of its two-dimensional 
character, calculation very much involvl:l!cf if we try to 
apply it to actual cases. The detailed intensity distribntionof 
the image can hardly calculated, except rough of contrast. 
By others' vector method or 
mathematical 2;,!l) which is very and can well be 

we can easily obtain degree of contrast, but cannevel' 
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predict the details of the image. Moreover, this vector construction 
has form only an unduely narro'N range of validity, 
being strictly valid only in the case of a vanishingly small object. 
In Part I of this paper, it is shown that the vector method can be 
generalized, so that it may claim much broader validity than has 
so far been considered. There it permits us to evaluate the con
trast of the image of any simple (uniform) :'phase objects" (objects 
which are transparent and have only phase retardation relative to 
the surrounding medium), regardless of their dimensions, in so far 
as an "ideaF' phase plate is inti·oduced. 

Even this adapted method (which we shall call generalized vector 
(GV) method) is not, however, adequate enough for ourpUl'pose. It 
is on a too much idealized assumption that the phase retard a

acceleration) and absorption take place on the phase plate 
central infinitesimal portion of the Fraunhofer pattern 

I 

can never be realized in the 
can predict only 

the finiteness 

more 
Fourier-transformation 

Part II. It leads to 

this actually 

Generalization of the Vector Method. 

KI~m~-B!{TCg and considered the of contrast-
building in the phase microscopic images transparent object 
as follows: \Ve the object that the plane light 
wa ve throngh the object plane a constant phase retardation 

'-""-> 
(2"a) within a finite region. Let OS in 1 represent light 
wave corresponding to the uniformly bright background, and 
that referrh1g to the object, is retarded by 2,,0: from os. 01\ 
can be split by the parailelogram of forces into two components, one 
of which is equal to and the othel: represented by OD. In other 
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words, the light wave, after passing 
through the object plane, can be re
garded as consisting of two parts, one -, 
of which OS is the complete plane 
wave having the same amplitude and 
phase as the incident one, and the 
other (OD) is the diffracted wave due 
to the presence of the phase object. 
We shall call these components and 
D- wave respectively. In case the ob
ject is sufficiently small, the D-wave 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
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will spread almost uniforll1ly to infinity Fig. L 

in the plane of Fraunhofer pattern. Therefore if the phase plate 
of the so-called A (+) type* is put just behind this plane, it exerts 
only an infinitesimal effect on the D-wave. On the o'therhand, the 
S-wave concentrates at one point (at the center) of the plane, and 
consequently suffers a phase retardation 2rrO and amplitude 
(1 A) by the phase plate**. In other words, the vector OS suffers 
a contraction (l---Jl) and rotation 2;dl. We can choose values of 
A and 0 so th~t OS becomes ,which is just equal and opposite 
to OD. The D-wave ani yes at the image plane within a small de
finite region where it is distributed with uniform amplitude, while 
the S-wave spreads uniformly in the whole image plane. Thus we 
get the dark image on background, since two waves 
cancel each other in that definite region, and outside this region 
only the S-wave remains. 

In the above explanation it was assumed 
ciently small. If it is large, the D- wa ve will 

the objeet be suf
more or less con-

centrate into the central region or at least spread to 
extent in the plane of diffraction pattern. As the result some 
(not infinitesimal) portion of it suffers the same reduction and phase 
retardation as the S-wave, and the above argument no longer holds. 
It will be expected that in such a case contrast of image 
is to be diminished. In fact, however, it will be shown in II 
that in this case not only the diminution in contrast but also the 

." By A (+) type is meant that phase retardation as well as absorption takes place at 
the central region of the Fraunhofer pattern . 

. ,,;:. A (~1) means here amplitude transmission. 
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modification of the intensity distribution takes place. Be that as 
it may, it is evident that here the afore-mentioned vector con
struction wholly breaks down, or at least retains only an approxi
mate validity. 

There is, however, another case in which the above argument 
holds good exactly. It is the case when the width of the "phase 

'\ plate"* is not finite but vanishingly small (infinitesimal) (ideal phase 
plate), since then the portion of the D-wave which suffers amplitude 
reduction and phase retardation becomes again infinitesimal, even 
when the object is large, and yet the S-wave, which concentrates 
into the infinitesimal region, completely undergoes these effects. 

Thus it becomes clear that the vectol' construction can claim its 
validity not only when the object is vanishingly small, but also when 
th'e "phase plate" has infinitesImal dimension. It seems to me more 
relevant .to examine this latter case first and foremost, since then 
we might be able to treat the problem, without giving any restric
tion to the dimension of the object, or, in general, for any stepwise 
phase distribution in the object plane. This proves true, as will be 
seen in the following discussion. 

Here let us analyse the afore-mentioned concepts of S- and D
wave from somewhat crucial point of view. For this purpose the 
exact form of Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the phase object 
must be derive~. Consider a "phase sIlt", which is characterized by 
the following formula: 

¢(x) = e"XitJ. L/'(x) + 1- J'(x) , 

1 
il'( x) = 1 , I x I < X /2 , ( 1 ) 

a,)_..:...I..-..J 

Fig. 2. 

= 1/2, I x I = X /2 , 
= 0 , I x / > X /2 . 

il' (x) is so-called Dirichlet's function. 
~0(:iJ) is e"rritJ. in the interval/xl> X/2, 
and unity everywhere outside this 
region, as schematically shown in Fig. 
2(a). As is well-known, the Fraunhofer 
diffraction pattern of this object is 
represented by the Fourier transform 

" By the "pbase plate" here we mean the region of the pbase plate where the phase 
retardation 2rcO and absorption (1-.11) take place. It is to be noticed that the same 
abbreviated expression will appeal' also in the following. 
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of <,fJ(x), namely by 

I~'(' ') -- e'!~i" SiU7[VX ,I ~(') sin71:'.JX '1 ,I- - --.. -- T I) ,v - ----
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It wiiI be seen that the second term of this expression corres
ponds to the afore~mentioned D-wave including phase, and the first 
one to the S-wave. The second term represents exactly the same 
pattern ~(I-) as that due to the slit of width X except for phase, 
and therefore the wave represented by this term evidently con
centrates into the image at the image plane. The wave represented 
by the first term, on the other hand, spreads uniformly upon the 
whole image plane, after it has suffered amplitude and phase mo
dulation by the phase plate. Thus ill the image two waves interfere 
with each other to make it e. g. dark. This argument corresponds 
exactly to the one stated above. 

It is clear from the above argument that in case the object has 
infinite extension, the vector construction as stated above will again 
break down even when the ideal phase plate is used, since then 
also the D-vvave will include the ii-function, which suffers the same 
phase and amplitude modulation as the S-wave. For instance let 
us treat, by the vector method, the case in which the roles of object 
and background in the above example are interchanged. We can 
namely suppose the previous background as the "object" having 
phase retardation -271:0:, and the previ
ous object as the "background" having 
no phase retardation (Fig. 2 (b)). The 
physical situations in these two cases 
are obviously identical, and therefore 
exactly the same result is to be ob
tained in the image plane. In this case -', , 

the object wave OA is retarded by 
-2,,0: from OS, so that the D-wave must 
be represented by OD' in Fig. 3, instead 
of OD. But since A and 0, character
izing the phase plate, remain the same, 

-> 
the S-wave becomes OS' as before. 
Thus in the "image" two waves 'rein-

D 

If 

ft,.- --- -- ------ -------.. 
\ {: \ , \ 

\ \ 

0\ ~S 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ I , 
\ I 

\t tv! 
Fig. 3. 

I 
/ 
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fOTce each other, the resultant amplitude being 10M I, and in the 
background only the S~wave arrives, whose amplitude is lOS' I. 
Consequently the intensity distribution in the image plane is re-

1------1-
t IOMI~ 

.-L 

Fig. 4. 

presented by the dashed curve 
in Fig. 4, in contrast to that in 
the previous case represented 
by the solid curve. This is 
evidently a contradictory re
sult. 

Mathematically speaking : .. 
The function which represents 
the diffl'~ction pattern of om: 

present object plane can be obtained simply by multiplying (2) 
by e-c;:ia : 

This is easily transformed into 

= ;;(!.) + (e-CltiIJ. .-1) 

t;:' (!J) ,.= il (!J) - ~ (~ ) 
1 
r 

( 3 ) 

(3') . 

r;' (v) is the Fourier-transform of 1 -.J' (x), i. e., it represents the 
diffraction pattern of the opaque strip whose width is X. It is 
natural to regard this as ·the D-wave in the present case, since in 
the previous case D-wave has been represented by the diffraction 
pattern of the slit width which is the complementary figure 
of the opaque strip of width .LI(. In fact (a') shows this must be the 
case. The wave represented by the second term ,of (3') wholly 
"concentrates" into the "image", and that represented by the first 
term. spreads uniformly on the whole im.age plane, as in the previous 
case. Here, however, a part of the D-wave also undergoes phase 
and amplitude modulation, because of its hlclusion of 8-function. 
This is the reason w-hy the vector construction in Fig. 3 failed to 
be correct, as suggested at the beginning of the last paragraph. 

If, however, we perform the vector construction straightfor
wardly according to the original formula (3), instead of (3'), we 
naturally get the correct result, since it vlill differ from the previous 
one represented by Fig. 1 only by constant rotation 2.,(.( of an the 
vectors involved. Hence we are lead to the conclusion that we had 
better discard the concepts of S- and D-wave, which are likely to 
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lead to incorrect results. Instead, we should resolve the function 
representing the diffraction pattern into as many separated terms 
as possible, and consider each term as a separate wave, and repre
sent it an vector. Thus the formula (2) is to be 
rewritten as 

( 2') 
The wave represented the first term will spread uniformly every
where in the image plane, after its phase (zero) and amplitude 
(u~ity) have been modified into 2r.:f; and A res~ectivelY (from OS'to 
OS' in, Fig. 5). The one represented by the second term spreads 

Fig. 5. 

uniformly into region of slit 
image, its phase 2;1'0: and arnplitude 

~> 

nnity (OA) being unchanged. The 
one represented by the third term 
spreads uniformly also in the region 
of slit image, with its phase 7": and 

,--t-

amplitude unity (OB). In the 
region of slit image these waves 
cancel each other, while outside the 

-} 

region remains OS'. To make 
-> 

the resultant of and OB and 
it the physical meaning as "diffracted wave'" is not, in general, 

a matter of course .. 
This method of obtaining the image shall be calIedGV (gelieral

ized vector) method. 
Another illustration of the superiority of GV method is afforded 

by the fo1!owing Consider the phase object which has 
phase retardation 27":(J. in the right half relative to the left half of. 
the whole plane. Let be a which is --112 on the left 
and + 1/2 on the right then such an object can 
be by 

1 
+ 1!~ J 

+1 
( 4 ) 

of (Heaviside's function) is 
Fl'aunhofer pattern of this object is by 

." At least formally. The lack of mathematical rigor might be tolerated from the physical 
point of view. 
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1 1 -_. ,-- + 13(1) • ( 5 ) 
2ir7,!) 

Assume, for instance, that 2ira = 2irO = --- and A = 1. Then 
the wave represented by the first term spreads uniformly into the 
right half of the image plane with amplitude 1/2 and phase ir/3, and 
into the left half with amplitude 1/2 and phase rc + ir/3. (Since 1/2rri!) 
is Fourier-transform of D(x), it must reproduce D itself in the 
image plane"'. Negative transmission -1/2 should be equivalent to 
the ordinary positive transmission 1/2 with reversed phase, i. e. 
This is therefore represented by vector 1 in the and by I' 
in the left of the plane (Fig. 6). The wave represented 

half 
Fig. 6. 

by the second term spreads uniformly over )he whole image plane, 
with amplitude 1/2 and phase zero, since this wave suffers phase 
modulation (absorption being zero). This is therefore repre
sented by vector 2 both the right and in the left side of the 
origin. In the same way the third term corresponds to vector 3 in 
the right and to 3' in the left and the fourth term to 4 in 
both. The resultant of these four vectors is in the right and 
OQ in the left half of the image plane. The square of the magnitude 

---+ -) 
of OP and OQ is easily seen to be 1/4 and 7/4 respectively, i. e. in the 
left half of the image plane intensity is decreased by 3/4, and in 
the half increased by 3/4, as compared with the normal illumi-

7:' The reversal of right and left in the image plane is left out of account. 
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nation (illumination which prevails when there is no object, in ,vhich 
case it must be unity everywhere). The energy conservation law 

!r. Intensity 
z[ 

is thus fulfilled (Fig. 7).* The same 
result will be obtained in Part II by 
Fourier-transformation method. 1f------+ 

ol----~ 

Fig. 7. 

cannot be applied, since the 

Thus GV method leads to a rea
sonable result also in this case, where 
evidently the original vector method 
il~functions necessarily appear in D-

waves."'* 

PART II 

Fourier-Transfonuation Method. 

§ 1. General Principle. 

As is well-known, the image of any object, obtained through 
a microscope, is, mathematically speaking, equivalent to the twice 
repeated Fourier-transform of the function which represents the 
amplitude transmission and phase retardation distribution of the 
object (Abbe's theory of microscopic vision)",**. Twice repeated 
Fourier-transform of a function is nothing other than the original 
function itself, except that the coordinate is reversed. The whole 
image formation process may thus be regarded as consisting of two 
distinct steps: (1) formation of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern 
of the original object, corresponding to the transformation of the 
function representing the characteristic amplitude transmission and 
phase retardation -distribution of the original object into its Fourier
transform, and (2') composition of the elementary waves emitted 

~, In the previous case it seems at first sight as if the energy conservation failed to 
hold, since in Fig. 4 the lower curve shows an absolute decrease in intensity in the 
image. But this decrease is injinitesbnat as compared with infinite total intensity 
outside the image (infinite aperture) Therefore there is no essential dem·ease· of 
energy in comparison with the case of normal illumination. If the object plane were 
bounded (i. e., finite aperture), as is always the case in practice, such absolute decrease 
will n')t be able to occur. It wiII be shown in Part II this is actually the case. 

The upper curve in Fig. 4 is not reasonable also from this point of view, since 
it does not fulfill the conservation law (infinite absolute increase in total energy). 

fFk D-waves may as well be imagined as in (3/), but also here it bears only~ a formal 
meaning. 

-)Ff.·x· This is of course only approximately true, but for simplicity we assume its strict 
validity throughout this paper, which would not essentially affect the correctness of 
several conclusions therein obtained. 
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from this Fraunhofer pattern into the final image, corresponding to 
the Fourier transformation just reverse to the above. The image 
reproduces, therefore, just the same intensity distribution as the 
original object, except that the image is reversed. 

Phase-microscopy enables one to give remarkable contrast to 
the images of "phase object". As has been already illustrated in 
Part I, its principle is essentially to give, by means of phase plate, 
phase retardation and amplitude regulation to the elementary waves 
which originate from the neighborhood of the conteI' of the Fra
unhofer pattern, i. e., the zeroth order spectrum of the original 
object, relative to the ones originating from its wings, 01' the higher 
order spectrum. 

Mathematically, this procedure can be stated as follows. If 
<I! represents the amplitude transmission and phase retardation 
characteristics of the original object*, the amplitude and phase dis
tribution of its Fraunhofer pattern is given by 

Hero v is to be regarded as the order of the spectrum of the object. 
If there were no phase plate, this :F'raunhofer pattern is again 
transformed by Fourier integral into the image of the object F',,(X') : 

~--= [=d", r=,/, (x) e-C;!Ux,a;'Jv d 

= <I' ( - x') . 

( 7 ) 

But if the phase plate is inserted, the situation becomes different. 
Let q (v) represent the amplitude transmission and phase retardation 
characteristics of the phase plate. The secondary light waves emitted 
from the Fraunhofer pattern are modified to 'f (,v) 'fi(,v) , and consequ-
ently the final image becomes 

. F' (x') = \00 q (v) Ifi (v) e-";! iV,' cl;; 
,-= 

[= (j) (- X, -- t) 0(1) clt , 1 
( 8 ) 

.;, We restrict our formulation and calculation to the one-dimensional cases only. This 
restriction does not imply, we suppose, any loss of generality of the argument. 
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by the well-known that of the pro-
duct of hvo functions is to the of their respective 
Fourier-transforms, rJj(x) the Fourier-transform The 
reversal of the IS of course included by (8), 
but in order to avoid the confusion arising this, we use 
the function 

(j.' (x' t) <p(t) d~ , ( 8') 

Moreover, we shall 
coordinate 

of 

In Part 1, we treated, th,3 extreme case 
in the amplitude regulation by phase is COll-

fined to the central inl1nitesimal portion of diffraction 
1. o. case in which (lJ) has 

q (v) lim { Ace,: ,8 
, 
r ' 

1, ( tl ) 
1/2, I ~ I 
0, Ivl> I 

-' 

now we are able to 
in principle. 

for any form of If 

~ 2. Conservation. 

and that step is question. 
image-formation, energ~r conservation 

is also gual:anteed (10), but the second step it 
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If the phase plate has phase retardation characteristics only, having 
transmission coefficient unity everywhere, the energy ought to be 
conserved in this step. Actually, in this case Cf (I» should have the 
form e~'tif(V), so that, using (8) and (10), 

[= I F(x) 12 dx = [= F(x)F(x) dx 

,[xF(X)(lX [= e,"il(V) /PCI» e-"itIV' dv 

= ~:= P().)) e"ti\j)V dv roo F(x) e-"";v" clx 

= \= Ijf(l/) e:lir.i!<v) Ij/(I/') e-:liti/)V dv 
I . , 
'.-~ 

[= I 'P'(v) 12 elv 

(= [=1 1f;(x) 12 clx ) 

(11) 

~ 3. Calculation of the Image of a Phase Slit. 

Consider the "phase slit", which is represented by formula (1) 
of Part I: 

¢(x) = e~i;;;,," £1' (x) + 1- ~!(x), 

£1' (x) 1, I x I < X/2, 

1/2,lxl X/2, 

= 0 , I x I > X/2 , 
} ( 1 ) 

and the phase plate characterized by 

q (v) = Ae:liL'tj LJ(I/) + B - B£1(I/), 

£1(1/) = 1, I!.-I < N/2, 

= 1/2, I!.-I = N/2, 

0, II/I> N/2, 
} (2 ) 

which gives phase and amplitude modulation in the central fin-i1e 
portion (width N) of diffraction pattern. B indicates the uniform 
absorption, if any, outside this portion.* The Fourier-transforms of 

.); When 0 is negative, it means that phase retardation is given outside the cen~ral region 
of the pattern. B (~1) stands for the amplitude transmisssion, so that (1 - B) gives 
the amplitude ahsorption. B is less than unity, while A = 1, in the so-called "B" type 
phase plates, and conversely, A < 1 IB = 1) in the "A" type phase plates. 

\ 
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the functions </)(x) and Cf (v) are 

Ijf(/.!) = c'lti" _sLn.7l'v-=,Y + a(lJ) _ sin TeVX 
;rv 7rlJ 

(13) 

and 

(j)(x) Ae'~'tiO sin TexN + Ba (ee) - B ~_~~~':.~1'{ . 
;rX . ;rX' 

(14) 

respectively. We have, therefore, for the amplitude distribution of 
the image the following integral as before: 

Fr(x) = roo f[! (x t) </J(t) dt 

r= [ sm;r N ,\_= Ae""!O --'-;r-:'----:'---- + Ba(x 

x [e!ili<X jet) + 1- J/Ct)] dt . (15) 

Performing the integration, we get 

PI'(x) = (AC~"iO -B) (C° ltia -1) aCx) + (Ae~rtiO - B) + B</J(x) , (16) 

where 
rc+x/:!. 

, sin;;:tN l' 1 ',"",·f N( X)1 S,f N( X)1] 
" -'" -;;:t ·n=--;:-L.;:Jlt;;: x+T j- It;;: X-T i . 

t/ .l·~1:r_ 

a (:1:) 

(17) 

The value of a (x) may be calculated from that of the "integral sine" 
Si(x), which is found in tables of functions. After this has been 
done for several values of x, final intensity distribution, I F'r(x) I~, 
can be obtained by the graphical (vectorial) method, as explained 
below. 

Let C, in Fig. 8, be the unit circle on the complex plane. First 
we consider the affair occurring in the region I x I < -LY/2. In this 
region the last term of (16) is represented by the vector OE, which 
has the magnitude B and makes the angle 2;;:IL with the positive real 
axis. The first of the second term Ae~itiB is represented by the 

---> 
vector OF, with magnitude A and argument 2;rf1. The whole second 
term is the difference between this vector and the vector OQ lying 
on the positive real axis, i. e. the vector -QF or OF/. In the same 
way the first factor of the first term is also represented by oir and 
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Fig. 8. 

the second by 00'. The product (Aee~iO - B) (eelti" -1), i. e. OF'. OG' 
is then obtained according to the ordinary rule, that is, if we con
struct LlOFM which is similar to LlOPG, then the vector OM must 
represent this product. Since a (x) is real, the whole first term of -. (16) will be represented by OM', which is the contraction or mag-

-> 
nification of OM, according as a(:"G) is smaller or larger than unity. 
After this has been done, we have only to add three vectors OE: 
.--)0 ~-} -> 

OF' and OM', as indicated in the figure, resulting in the vector OS. 
Square of the length of this vector represents the intensity of light 
reaching to the point indicated by a particular value of a: in the 

-> 
image plane. Repeating the same procedure (making OM' to get 
01~) for each value of x, we obtain the intensity distribution of the 
image in the interval I a; I < X/2. 

-) -, 
In the region I:c I > X/2, the last term of (16) is not OE but OQ. 

Except for this replacement the whole procedure remains the same. 
The sum of the last two term of (16) becomes now OF instead of 
-. ' -.-> 
OT (.: Ae'ft i 0 --- B + B = A.e ;,11 lj), and adding OM' to OF makes the final 

vector OS~ 
'I'he intensity distribution curves for several couples of values 

of N and X, with arbitrarily chosen values of 0 and a (2,,0 = 77°, 
2m/. = 158°), are shown in Fig. 9 and 10 (A and B were put equal 
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to unity). It can be seen from Fig. 9 that when X is given, the 
image becomes more and more deformed and obscure as N becomes 
larger. When N == 0, the image is the exact reproduction of the 
object as it ought to be, and that with the highest contrast. The 
curve for N = 2 shows deformation to such an extent that these 
appear excessive intensity maxima both inside and outside the limb. 
But the lim b itself retains more or less remarkable sharpness. When 
N becomes infinitely large the image naturally disappears. (Ma
thematically speaking: As N --l> 0, the curve sin 7ftN / 7ft becomes 
flatter and flatter, until in the end it becomes completely flattened, 
when a(x) also becomes zero rekardless of the value of x, so that 
OT and -OF represent the respective cons:ant amplitude inside and 
outside the limb. When N --l> 00 the function sin 7ftN/m~ reduces to 
a-function and (l(x) to J'(x), so that P,.(x) e·2rr. i Oif'(x).) 

X 1 

Fig. 9. 

Similar affairs occur also when N is fixed at a finite value and 
X varied. As Fig. 10 shows, the image becomes more indistinct and 
deformed as X increases. In the limiting case X --l> 00, the image 
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~=O IV=t 

3 X=L 2 

,2 X=1 --- ,...-1X=2 

"-
-- I I ~ 

" 
x 

0.5 o 
Fig. 10. 

disappears completely, as is naturally expected (/1 (x) = 1 and F,.(x) = 
A.e2

;t'U +/X». In the other extreme X-> 0, the ima'ge becomes of 
infinitesimal width with complete sharpness (/1 (x) is always zero; 
(/,(x) = 1 except at x = 0, where 1,(0) = e2rti /X; F i • (x) = Ae2

;tiO , FI'(O) 
= Ae"rtiB + B (e'!;ti<X -1» . 

The foregoing discussion illustrates clearly the effect of finite 
width of phase plate (finite N), which is embodied in the function 
a (.x). Only in the limit N -) 0, the image is exactly the same as 
that obtained by GV method. The plate with finite N gives phase 
and amplitude modulation to a certain finite portion of each wave 
which does not include the v-function. This brings about the defor-

. mation of images. The larger N becomes, or the larger X becomes, 
the more appreciable portion of non-B-wave suffers the modulation 
(in the latter case because of the concentration of these waves in 
the central region of diffraction pattern). In particular, it is to be 
noted that the curve for N = 1/4, X = 1 and that for N = 1, X = 
1 are completely similar to the curve for N = 1/2, X = 1/2 and that 
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for N 1/2, X = 2, respectively. It means that for a definite value 
of N· X the form of the images should be identical except for their 
proper dimensions depending on X. This is to be expected since 
the smaller X is, the larger N should be to modulate the non-o
waves in the same proportion. The value of N· X might be re
garded as the measure of deformation of the image, in t.he sense 
that the smaller the value of N· X is, the better image we have. 

This result is also a natural consequence in harmony with the 
requirement that for contrast-building in phase-microscopy the modi
fication of zero, cLr.d onl:J 2:e1'O order spectrum is essential. Modifi
cation of higher order spectrum plays merely destructive role, as it 
reduces the contrast and sharpness of the image. 

It must however be emphasized here that this statement is 
correct only when the aperture of the lens is assnmed to be in
finitely large. In the case of finite aperture, the situation becomes 
different, as will be seen in § 4. There, N should necessarily be finite. 

9 § 4. C01uparison with GV Method. 

It has already been pointed out in the last section that the GV 
method developed in Part I actually corresponds to the limiting 
case lV -) ° or Fourier-transformation method. This correspondence 
will become much clearer if we treat the same case as considered 
in Part I by the latter method. Namely, let a. 0, A and B take the 
value as indicated in Fig.5 (B = 1), and consider the limiting case 
N ->0. Then (16) becomes simply 

F,.(x) = Ae~rti8 1 + <jJ(x) . (18) 

In the region I x I < X/2, ~fl (x) = e~Cci(T. and Ji',.(x) is represented by the 
-> -. 

resultant of three vectors OA, OS' 

A 
\ 

and OB, which is equal to zero. 
Outside this region if! (x) = 1 and 
F,.(x) is represented by the vector 
0& (Fig. 11). The situation is just ...;B=+~ ___ O~--.:.:;=~_+-_ 
the same as that in Fig. 5. 

In Fig. 12 dark contrast images 
of the object given by (1) for the 
values A = B = 1, 2nfl = n/3, 2m1 

= n/3, N = 0, 1, 2 are given. The 

S' / 

Fig. 11. 
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deformation of images and inapplicability of the G V method for 
finite values of N may clearly be seen also from this figure. 

Next we consider the case in which the object is represented 
by (4). Phase plate is given by (12) as before. Then 

FI'(x) = [00 <P (;I; - t) 0(t) dt 

= \ 00 rAe~"iO _s_in __ u_'--_--'-_l_N'_ + B (x _ t) _ B sin: (x - ;) N '1/ 
LooL x-t ,,(x c) _ 

x [e%i" D/(t) + 1 - DI(t)] dt . 

This i-educes to 

F,.(x) = B¢(x) + Ae~~iO - B + (Ae~~iO B)(e~~;a - 1) {~ + 7J(X)} , ) 

'19) . N 1 ( 
7J(x) = r sm rrt cU -- Si (uNx) . 

t 0 IT 

This formula provides a vectorial method of calculation similar to 
that in the last section. Here we have only to consider the limiting 

D 

0.5 

Fig. 12. 

S (N=O) 

X-I 

case N -> O. In this case 7J(x) becomes infinitesimal everywhere. If 
we put A = B = 1, 2ira = ir/3, 2irfJ = - ir/3 as before, (19) becomes 

F,.(x) = ij;(:c) + e-"ij\ -1/2 . (20) 
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In the right half of the image plane, each term of (20) is repre
sented by the vectors 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 13 (a), respectively, the resultant 
being OP. In the left half of the plane the first vector becomes 

Fig. 13. 

the real unit vector as shown in Fig. 13 (b), so that we get the 
resultant OQ. The result is again the same a§l before (Fig. 6). 

Thus we have demonstrated that Fourier-transformation method 
reduces to GV method in the limiting case N-'>O (or X-'>O as well). 
The former can, therefore, be regarded as the generalization of the 
latter, having in principle no limit of validity. 

Thus far, it is true, we have confined ourselves to treating the 
one-dimensional case. But it might well be inferred that general 
behavior would be nearly the same also in the two-dimensional cases. 

~ 3.. Effect of Finite Aperture. 

So far we have treated only the cases in which both the object 
plane and the plane upon which the Fraunhofer pattern is formed 
extend to infinity on both sides. But in practical cases this is obvi
ously impossible. Thus it becomes necessary to consider the effect 
of finite field of view, in other words, finite aperture. In this 
section a brief account of this will be given. 

Taking into account the finiteness of aperture is equivalent to 
put amplitude transmission equal to zero (to cut off) outside a certain 
interval both in vJ(:c) and q (l/). But for simplicity we treat them 
separately. First we cut off the function VJ(x) outside the interval 
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whose width is Y(> X) (finite object phane). Then the object plane 
will be characterized by 

if/ex) = e"X!(J. il' (x) - J/(X) + J"(X} • 

J"(x) = 1 , I x I < Y/2, 

= J /2 , I :c I = Y/2, 

= 0 , I x I :> Y/2, 1 
as can easily be checked. The image becomes 

L' (.) _ \~ [Ae~~iO sin IT (x---t) LV + B' (',. __ ") 1',:1; - , ----~- O.v L 
I , (x-") . 

f _ ;r (', 
u-cc 

x [e~~i(J. J/(t) J/(t) + J"(t)] d~ 

(21) 

(AeC"iO B) (e'~Xi" --1) a(x) + By/(x) + (AeC'(!O - B) a\x) , I 
al(x) = ~:HY!" sin-rrtN d~. r(22) 

-rrt 
x- ]'/~ 

The difference between (22) and (16) is substancially the replace
ment of the coefficient of the term (Ae~n:ia - B), i. e. unity, by al(x). 
This does not aUer the image substancially as long as N remains 
appropriately finite, and Y is I sufficiently large, since then a' (x) 
retains approximately constant value close to unity, and (22) be
comes substancially equal to (16). Here the product N· Y is the 
measure of the secondary deformation of the image due to the 
finiteness of aperture, which manifests itself along with the primary 
one effected by the finiteness of N· X. The effect of N· Y is, con
trary to that of N· X, such that the larger the product is, the 
smaller the secondary deformation becomes. If, however, we make 
N too large in order to make N· Y large, N· X becomes also too 
large and the primary deformation wiII come out drastic. 

In the extreme case N~O, a/(x) as well as a(x) is everywhere 
infinitesimal, and F(x) becomes simply 

F,(x) = Bj;(x) , (23) 

which evidently shows no contrast 1 At first glance this behavior 
might appeal' curious. But it turns out quite natural and reason
able, if we take into account the fact that as long as Y remains 
finite at a1l, the diffraction pattern contains no a-function, and the 
phase plate with infinitesimal N cannot exert any effect on the 
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pattern. Actually, if this disappearance of the contrast did not occur, 
the energy would cease to be conserved, while in the case of finite 
object plane it must necessarily be conserved strictly in accordance 
with (11). (See the footnote at the end of Part I). 

Thus we have reached to the conclusion that in the cases of 
finite object plane, finiteness of N is even necessary, the value of 
which must be chosen so as to get the best image, that is, so as 
to obtain as much as possible both the clear-cutness and the con
trast of the image. 

Next we cut off the function 'f (lJ) outside the interval of width 
N' (> N), leaving the object plane infinite. Then Cf (l--) becomes 

'f'(!;) = (e~itiO -1) j(lJ) + j'(!;) , 

J'(v) = 1, I vi < N'/2, 

= 1/2 , I v I = N' /2 , 

0, I!-I >N'/2. 
Hence 

Pr(x) = \= [Ae~'t';O - B) sin;r (x-t) N + B 
_= ;r (x-t) 

x [(e~rri" -1) j'(t) + 1] elt 

} (23) 

sin;r (x-t) N' ] 
;r (x-t) 

= (Ae~rr iO - B) (e~;tirJ. - 1) o(x) + A.e~·t iU + B (e~ Cia. -1 )o-I/(x) , 

I/i ) _ f.'<'+xlc., sin ;rtN' if 
0- \x -.\ C,_ • 

(,c .e-~Y/!. 

) (24) 

This formula is pbtained if we replace j' (x) by 0" (x) in (16). When 
N' is sufficiently large, al/(x) is almost equivalent to j'(x), except 
that the discontinuities in the first derivative disappear and con
sequently the sharp edges are more 01' less rounded. The effect of 
finite phase plate (finiteness of the plane of diffraction pattern) is 
thus seen to somewhat diminish the cleal'-cutness of the image. 
But it is expected that in usually encountered conditions this effect 
can practically be ignored. 

SUMMARY 

The so-called GV method, which may be regarded as the ge
neralization of the original vector method, and the Fourier-trans-
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formation method,which not only claims the most general validity 
but in typical cases leads to a simple vector construction, have 
been established. It was illustrated that the Fourier-transformation 
method include the GV method as valid in certain limiting cases. 
The intensity distribution of images in typical cases was calculated 
and illustrated in the figures, and the interrelation between the 
width of phase plate, width of the aperture, and form and contrast 
of the image was argued in detail. 

It is not intended to claim any special originality in the con
ceptual content of this paper, but, I hope, these methods would cast 
some light upon practical phase-microscopy. 

I am very much indebted to Prof. T. Hom for his glvmg me 
the first suggestion on this work and his detailed discussion on the 
nature of the vector method and on several other questions. It is 
to be added here that the main features of the results obtained in 
this paper have been actually observed by him by means of a phase
microscope prepared in his own laboratory. 

Finally, it is my pleasure to express my hearty thanks to Prof. 
K. b!AIfOlU for the kind advices and valuable comments he has given 
in the present work. 
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